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1.BACKGROUND
This proposal, Watchet Connects, is the culmination of a year’s work carried out as part of the
Place Based Social Action (PBSA) programme,
led by the Watchet Coastal Community Team
(WCCT). It describes what has been a hugely
empowering and eye-opening process, and a truly
collective effort by people and organisations all
across this town to change it for the better in a
way that explicitly and bravely meets the needs
of the most vulnerable people living here. It sets
out town-wide gaps gaps in services and support
identified through a deep, genuine and widereaching process of engagement and consultation.
In response, we propose six social action strands,
each designed to further unlock the power of community energy, combined with the expertise and
experience of local government, local charities and
local businesses, as a means to present hitherto
untapped solutions to many of our town’s most
pressing problems.
Throughout, we have defined social action as ‘local
people coming together to help solve local difficulties’—and this is already demonstrated in myriad
ways in Watchet. We have identified more than 140
already existing social action activities in the town,
from the Chamber of Trade volunteers who put up
christmas trees throughout the town, to the parent
football coaches of our hugely succesful amateur
team. Our ambition is to understand and build
upon the resources we already have, and explore
how those resources can be developed, expanded,
tested and nurtured through social action. We are
committed to evaluating, learning and sharing our
experience, locally with the people of Watchet,
to others in Somerset, and as part of the national
programme, maximising the value of this effort
(through blogs, reflective discussions etc.). On this,
we look forward to working with other PBSA areas.
In essence, the plan presented here is about connection and networks. Every one of the projects
proposed in some way strengthens, broadens,
bridges and grows a network of knowledge,
support, skills, friendship and accessibility across
multiple strands of community and public life.
It is worth highlighting the strength and potential
of Watchet’s existing social capital as a tool for
renewal and regeneration. In the 2017 Watchet
Residents Survey, carried out by Onion Collective and delivered to every household in Watchet

(population 4000), revealed the following results—testament to the level of social capital in the
town: Some 77% reported that community spirit
in Watchet was ‘extremely strong’ or ‘very strong’.
Eighty % of people agreed that people in this
community can change things when they get together (collective agency). Some 62% of respondents reported givng their time to volunteer—34%
at least once a week, and 73% reported that they
were ‘extremely’ or ‘very’ proud to live here.6
This very high level of social capital and community action is in stark contrast to the fundamental
experience of deprivation and crushingly low social mobility that too often defines the experience
of people living here. The backdrop is of serious
social and economic challenge. In both 2016 and
2017, West Somerset gained the depressing accolade of having the lowest social mobility in the
whole country in the government’s social mobility index, ranking 324th out of 324 local authority
areas.1 This means that a disadvantaged young
person growing up in West Somerset, has the
least chance of anywhere in the country of improving their prospects. By way of illustration, only
26% of school leavers here go on to university. The
national figure is 46%.2 Average annual household
earnings here are also the lowest in the country, at
just £16,000, and less than half that of the top performing areas.3 Some 41% of jobs are paid below
the Applicable Wage Foundation’s living wage,4
reflecting that three low-paying sectors (restaurants and hotels, retail and wholesale, health and
social care) make up 52% of all jobs in the area,
compared to England’s average of 36%.5 Here, as
in many rural areas, travel to work can take almost
four times longer than in urban settings.
Although the community is powerful in coming
together, thus far, this has not meant a change
to the fundamental deprivation. Our hypothesis
is that this is because places and people need
agency and power as much as belonging and
connections. Work undertaken in Birmingham
that looked at the resilience of different communities is pertinent. It explores how it is not just the
amount, but the type of social capital that matters.7 Watchet exhibits very strong ‘bonding’ social capital—tying people in the community firmly
to one another,—but is deficient in the ‘bridging’
social capital that connects its huge community effort to the wider networks of public life
that are vital to long-term community resilience.
Instead, the community is self-reliant but isolated.

1. State of the Nation, 2017: Social Mobility in Great Britain. Social Mobility Commission, Nov 2017.
2. West Somerset Opporunity Area, evidence pack, 2017.
3. State of the Nation, 2017: Social Mobility in Great Britain. Social Mobility Commission, Nov 2017.
4. http://www.livingwage.org.uk
5. West Somerset Council, Economic Strategy, 2016.
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This research, in effect, goes some way to explaining how you get places like ours where people
are happy with strong internal communities, but
devastating social problems. With its history of
volunteering and collaboration, Watchet has real
potential to harness its strength of social action,
but it is only by connecting it to those in positions
of power that we will effect the kind of economic
and social step-change so desperately needed to
generate lasting change for the people of the area.
This will only work if all three tiers of local government that operate here are committed to working in a new way with us, that sees their role as
enablers not providers of solutions. In galvanising
our search for a new kind of relationship between
our community and the powers that be, this PBSA
process has already been a powerful one—creating space and reason to start new conversations
and reset our relationships with authority, helping
them to understand how they can best help our
community to help itself. There have been strong
examples of community collaboration here before,
often in response to necessity and cuts, but this
process is enabling a step-change, focused on
shared values and intent. We are delighted that all
three tiers—County, District and Town Councils—
have formalised their endorsement of this bid and
their whole-hearted involvement in the work that
it makes possible. They each see it as a way to
collaborate more meaningfully than they have ever
done before—to explore new ways of working
with communities that can be replicated all across
Somerset. In this, we will demonstrate how social
action can help to tackle some of the hardest,
most intractable problems, that face communities
like Watchet, all around the UK.
The plan presented here has been entirely coproduced with the community. It has been formed
through an intense programme of community and
stakeholder consultation, with a Working Group
acting as a deliberative panel, debating, questioning and exploring what the results of the consultations should mean for our plan. We have unearthed
a rich seam of information about our town by
mapping what social action already takes place,
what local people believe the difficulties here to
be, and explored this with local government VCS
organisations to understand the services being
provided and the most significant gap.
Throughout the journey ahead, we will continue to
consult widely—recognising that engagement is
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always a work in progress. We will employ innovative, fun, ‘playable’ means of engagement and
decision-making (developing a new digital social
action gaming platform with national applicability), alongside more traditional robust quantitative
means to demonstrate the change we are able to
bring about over time. We will monitor successes,
and just as importantly failures, ensuring a foundation of awareness for what works, what does
not and how the projects and initiatives chosen
collectively as a town have grown our resilience,
opportunity and the quality of people’s lives. The
data generated will be fed into the gaming platform, making it ever more ‘real’ over time.

2.OUR PARTNERSHIP
The process of working together on PBSA in
the last year has reinforced our partnership’s
ambition, highlighted in our initial application,
to together create a democratic, participatory
and fully accountable partnership model for
Watchet—to be the best example of collaborative
working in the country. At the heart of our social
action partnership is a formal commitment by all
to recognise the crucial and complementary role
of each other in tackling social and economic
disadvantage together, rather than competing,
as is often the case—instead enabling systems of
collaboration and mutual support.
The core organisations in the partnership are:
1. Watchet Coastal Community Team (WCCT)
as an established and dynamic body of businesses and community organisations;
2. Onion Collective CIC (OC) as community
anchor organisation;
3. Watchet Town Council (WTC) as the lowestier representative body;
4. West Somerset Council (WSC) as the 2ndtier local authority; and
5. Somerset County Council (SCC) as the
highest-tier representative body.
WCCT is already a powerful partnership. It includes more than 30 organisations, community
groups, the three tiers of local councils, charities
and business in Watchet, who all work together
to drive forward economic and social progress in
the town. Within the last two years the partners
have built a solid relationship of trust and respect.
Already a great deal has been achieved. WCCT
has held the overarching leadership of the PBSA

6. Full results of the 2017 Watchet Residents’ Survey here: https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/819d6e_4efa235d337b477dade
c25ddd6f0268b.pdf
7. Adapting to change: the role of community resilience, Barrow Cadbury Trust/Young Foundation, 2012
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project, forming an active Working Group of nine
committed members who have overseen the
progress so far. Within that framework, the project
has been led and resourced on a day-to-day basis
by Onion Collective CIC.
In the three years since its formation, the WCCT
has played a central role in driving forward attention and activity to rebuild the Watchet economy,
following the closure of the town’s two core
industries—first the docks and then the paper mill
(which closed in 2015 with the loss of 175 jobs).
It has created a new Economic Plan for Watchet,
which sets out firm, progressive actions for economic growth. This now guides the work of WCCT.
It was endorsed by both Town and District Councils, and is regarded as one of the best by MHCLG.
The WCCT is supported strongly in delivery by
Onion Collective, a community-led social enterprise at the vanguard of the community business
movement. OC work to deliver community-led
regeneration for the town through ambitious but
community-grounded projects. As the core delivery organisation for phase one PBSA, OC have led
the consultations and co-creation of the plan.
Watchet Town Council is one of three finalists out
of over 120 applicants, for the ‘Star Council’ award
for 2018, organised by the National Association of
Local Councils, explicitly for the work carried out
in partnership with the local community including
in the delivery of phase one of PBSA.
West Somerset Council will form a new combined council with Taunton Deane, from 1st April
2019. Although challenging, the organisational
restructuring this brings, with the establishment
of a dedicated Localities Division, has represented
an opportunity to embed new ways of working,
in which we can show how social action can help
support councils in times of change. The success
of the Council-owned Asset Transfer of the Boat
Museum to OC in 2016 demonstrates what can be
achieved when council and community collaborate. The asset transfer of the community bookshop, 7 Esplanade, which is a bastion of volunteering and social value in the town, is included within
this application, and a third transfer of the Library
to community ownership is in train, led by WTC.
Somerset County Council is the highest-tier representative body, and has played a supportive role
in the development of projects: providing invalu-

able expert advice, experience and connections. A
new strength in partnership has formed from this
programme thanks to the foresight and support of
the Economic and Community Infrastructure section at SCC, especially in making the connection
to those in charge of the West Somerset Opportunity Area programme of work.
A full list of WCCT members is shown on the back
page. From within this group, a Working Group of
nine members was formed (highlighted in the list
with a *). These eight members met every fortnight
to discuss and deliberate progress and report back
to the wider WCCT meetings. They will continue to
form an important deliberative forum over the next
two years—acting as mechanism for reflection, action learning and challenge.

3. COMMUNITY
INVOLVEMENT
From the off, we knew that creating a plan that
was intrinsically community-led would be vital to
success. So much social action in Watchet is organic, led by friendship groups getting together
to make things happen in response to a need.
And it is this ownership of the initiatives that has
secured longevity. This meant it was clear that
any initiatives under this PBSA programme must
be conceived by the people of Watchet, who will
ultimately help deliver it.
This started with the Working Group itself, who
are formally representatives of organisations, but
at heart are local Watchet people motivated to
enable change—each powerful community leaders. Together they spent many hours deliberating
what needed to change, what strengths should
be built on and to who we should be talking.
An initial ‘Visioning meeting’ took place to establish what change the group hoped to bring about.
It was agreed that we needed to devise ways to
map the social action currently happenning in
Watchet, and the connections between those
activities, and, from this to create a list of key individuals in the town to talk to maximise organisational connections. Most importantly, we explored
what an inclusive engagement strategy would
look like—how and when we would talk to local
people, and how to ensure that the voices of the
hardest to reach and most vulnerable in our com-
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munity were heard as strongly as those who shout
loudly. A survey hand-delivered to all households
in Watchet, asked four core, intentionally openended questions, with responses returned to collection boxes housed in the two town Co-ops, the
local Spar and town Visitor Centre. It asked:

‘door knocking’ exercise at streets in Watchet,
with low response rates—this meant conversations with a host of people never reached previously.
We also held separate Social Action Conversations with 34 organisations in and around the
town, enabling deep conversations with people
who had been involved in community and voluntary work for many years. Organisations included
youth clubs, churches, family support services,
social housing, local businesses, council support
provision, mental health charities, schools and
pubs.

1. What are the main difficulties in Watchet?
2. What ideas do you have for how local people
could help make life better or easier in Watchet?
3. Tell us the ways in which people and the community already help each other out?
4. What is your favourite community group, organisation or business?

From this work, we mapped 140 separate social
action activities currently happening in the town,
understood collective views on where the main
difficulties are, and collected ideas for potential
projects to try to solve those problems. We created a community action map, below. It shows
how social action activities are clustered predonimantly within the town centre—meaning an ability
to access that area is often a prerequisite for
involvement, whether as a volunteer or as participant accessing the wealth of support provided by
the many initiatives.

The last question acted as an incentive, the winning organisation getting £100. It was won by
the Pheonix Centre—a volunteer-led elderly care
community centre, and recent recipients of the
Queens Award for Voluntary Services. The Social
Action Survey was open for one month, during
which time we received responses from approximately 10% of households. To ensure we reached
as many people as possible the team attended
town events, conducted a social media campaign,
put articles in local papers and embarked on a
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The following section outlines the five main issues
identified in Watchet by residents of the community and local organisations. From these we
developed new social action initiatives as potential
solutions, ensuring that the community’s input fed
directly across to the projects proposed.
A) TRANSPORT
Concerns related to transport dominated the
feedback received, from both the survey and the
deeper stakeholder discussions. Almost 60% of
survey respondents were worried by the impact of
transport cuts, as a multi-generational problem affecting people of all ages and identities. Organisations who particularly explored this issue included
the Phoenix Centre, (eldery care), Minehead Eye
(youth provision) and WHEELS (local community
transport service). It is clear that transport difficulties are reinforcing social isolation for vulnerable members of the community as people are
physically cut off from support, friendships and
activities, with related mental health challenges.
The lack of transport options makes it harder for
people to attend social action and community
activities, but also things like doctor appointments and other health check-ups. In Watchet,
many people are dependent on WHEELS, as the
only financially-viable and accessible option but
they reported that a capacity stretched close to
breaking point already—with over 200 residents in
Watchet registered for help.
Elderly survey respondents noted a particular
a difficulty accessing facilities in the town centre—unable to use the (limited) bus services that
do exist because they cannot get to the bus stop
without help. Others, including the town’s Village
Agent, supported by data on in-town trips from
WHEELS, argued that some form of transport for
small journeys that was internal to Watchet was

much needed as a prerequisite to wider social action, enabling people in Watchet who do not have
the mobility or confidence to access existing provision to do so. Survey responses confirmed this,
with people expressing they were unable to attend events because of mobility issues, as do the
socio-economic data: 26% of Watchet residents
(959 people) have long-term health problems or
disabilities that limit their day-to-day activities,
compared to a national figure of 18%.8 The weight
of this evidence led us to explore volunteer-led
transport schemes for the town, as a way to provide direct opportunities for volunteering, at the
same time as ‘enabling’ access to the 140 community action initiatives that already take place for
those who are currently excluded from them by
mobility challenges.
B) SKILLS AND EMPLOYMENT
Lack of jobs, poor quality jobs and underemployment was also raised by 60% in the social action
survey, with limited access to higher education/
skills training a closely-related difficulty (reinforced by the transport issue) that was often cited
in both surveys and conversations. This is preventing people from gaining skilled, higher-paid employment instead reproducing cycles of poverty.
A local business owner noted the lack of training
locally for any of the skilled trades, such as electronics, computer repair, programming and small
engineering, making it hard to find staff. Seasonal
employment is also an issue, with people struggling to find work off-peak in winter.
There is, therefore, a clear opportunity for social
action to help meet high demand for up-skilling in
the area. Many people came forward through the
engagement process saying they would love to be
able to share their skills with others in the community—from engineers, to builders to boatmakers.

8. 2011 Census, Office for National Statistics, Audience Agency Watchet area plus profile, 2018
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C) YOUNG PEOPLE
Watchet has more young people than any other
ward in the district on account of its much
younger age profile, many of them living in
severe poverty. This manifested in around half
of all survey respondents raising issues affecting
young people (beyond the issues of skills and
employment) as an area for attention through
social action. The youth club in Watchet provides
an invaluable service for the most deprived kids,
but its resources are limited to two sessions per
week, and funding is about to be further cut, as
is the Get Set service for families. Social action
conversations with youth workers and family
support workers identified a particular gap in

support for those in the mid-late teens. Serious
challenges for young people in Watchet were
also highlighted by the local PCSO and the Chair
of Minehead Eye. These issues include self harm,
under-age sex, use of drugs and family-based
domestic violence.
It is clear that the young people most in need,
most vulnerable, or from the most deprived families will not always have the confidence or family
support to take up opportunities without targeted and well-resourced activity. Social action
youth work must be seen here as a long, careful
process working with a youth worker they trust.
The prize is sizeable, however, enabling the most
vulnerable young people here to develop confi-

MOLLY QUINT, STREET FAIR VOLUNTEER
Molly, 78, is heavily involved as a volunteer in the WCCT, representing
Watchet Art Club. She is devoted to Watchet and to ‘getting things
happenning’. As the driving force for an annual week of events known
as ‘Summertime’ she has now chivied, chased and jollied the street
fairs into existence which now happen once a month with workshops,
performers, stalls and food. She is certainly in the list of ‘community
connectors’. Everyone loves Molly and would do anything for her, as
would she for them. For her, social action has given her a focus for her
energies that helps to ‘keep me feeling young’. She is always happy
and has an infectious ability to take others along with her.
JACK, COMMUNITY MAKER AND SEA SCOUTS VOLUNTEER
Jack, 19, joined community makers early in 2016. He has contributed
to a host of projects in and around the town—including storage for the
scout hut, an outdoor classroom at the school, and raised beds for the
community garden. He is enthusiastic, committed and fun to be around.
He always goes far beyond the call. He represented the Makers at the
Prince of Wales Awards for community endeavour in 2017 (runners up).
For Jack, the Makers has meant a way to make new friends, learn new
skills and get involved in a community where he knew few people. He
now also volunteers with Watchet 1st Sea Scouts, the coastguards and
Summertime. He has also since set up his own garden labouring business.
BOB, COMMUNITY BOOKSHOP VOLUNTEER
Bob, 73, had an extraordinary career in advertising (he took the
photograph for the infamous Labour isn’t working advert!) but had found
it hard to find a purpose since the loss of his wife in 2012. Bob began
volunteering with OC as part of the team of over 50 volunteers who built
a community-designed pavilion at Splash Point in 2015. He turned out
to have more knowledge of knot tying than anyone, despite it being a
maritime town! At a recent funder visit, we overheard him say the project
had ‘saved him’. He has been a stalwart of involvement since, and helps
out at the Community Bookshop, and volunteers for Watchet Community
Cinema. He is also now Chair of the Watchet Conservation Society.
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9. Full results of the 2017 Watchet Residents’ Survey here: https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/819d6e_4efa235d337b47
7dadec25ddd6f0268b.pdf. National comparisons to Community Life Survey 2917-18 Statistical Release, DCMS.
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dence, agency and skills by participating more
fully in the community—changing how they are
seen by others and how they see themselves.
Young poeple themselves, with whom we held
dedicated consultations, raised having ‘nothing to
do’ apart from youth club as their main concern—
nowhere to meet and spend time together—so
that they were considered ‘anti-social’, affecting
cross-community relationships. Despite this, when
we talked about social action ideas, they were excited and enthusiastic at the possibilities—talking
animatedly about wanting to help people in need
and wanting to run their own projects so that they
could ‘show everyone we’re not that bad’.
D) AGENCY AND PUBLIC LIFE
Not surprisingly given austerity, many consultees
criticised local authorities as counter-productive
to community development. A lack of government funding and sometimes hostile response to
community initiatives has alienated both individuals and voluntary organisations, creating a divide
between civil society and the public spheres of
government. This is writ large in Watchet’s sense
of ‘we’ll do it for ourselves because no-one else
will’. In particular, widespread anxiety was expressed at the potential loss of the volunteer-run
community bookshop—7 Esplanade—which has
raised over £65,000 in ten years, which is subsequently distributed as community grants.
The 2017 Residents’ Survey also revealed another
worrying trend. Whilst there was strong belief
in the collective power of community to enable
change, there was far less belief in the power of
an individual to influence change, with only 11%
believing they could make a difference personally
(compared to 16% nationally).9 This lack of personal agency, and sense of individual empowerment appears to derive from low aspiration and a
disconnect from local government and is in sharp
contrast the the huge amount of personal committment being given by the people of Watchet,
which is obviously making a difference.
The concerns of residents raised in these two areas
are directly addressed through the action plan devised, which includes the volunteer-refurbishment
of the bookshop under threat, with a view to asset
transfer and and the development of new deliberative and participatory mechanisms by which to
renew democracy and build personal agency.

E) AWARENESS
Cutting across all our conversations was a sense in
which people often simply did not know about the
opportunities and support that existed—whether
social action activities or services provided by
public and VCS bodies. Often those most in need
were the ‘hardest to reach’ for these organisations,
acting as a major barrier to maximising impact.
There is a clear need to address this overarching information sharing failure that reflects a simple lack
of capacity but is undermining efforts by a host of
amazing organisations to support the community.
At the same time, people spoke intelligently and
gratefully about the vital role that a number of key
individuals played in keeping them in the loop and
acting as the ‘social glue’ of the town. Some of
these people were well-known community leaders, but others simply well-connected people who
looked out for others. It became clear that these
people—perhaps 30 or so—are absolutely critical
here, and that they represent a collective resource
of great value. These well-connected ‘community
connectors’ are the human embodiment of the
ties that bind this community together. Our focus
for the bid therefore was to find a way to ‘bridge’
these key people to the agencies and authorities
with power and support, with the effect that their
impact is increased many-fold. At the same time,
if these community connectors are knowledgeable and informed about all the extraordinary
social action opportunities that are happenning
then we can maximise awareness and involvement
throughout the community, at very little cost.

3. AIMS, THEORY OF
CHANGE, & IMPACT
Throughout, our aim is to build networks between
people and power; bridging support to those who
need it most: to build on the wealth of community
and voluntary action that already exists but to
maximise its impact—using already active citizens as a powerful force in supporting others and
growing what is possible. This will bring personal
benefits to those involved, but more than this, it
seeks to address the town’s most pressing social
needs, which have proved intransigent to outside
intervention for decades. By creating strong social
and physical networks we want to ensure that
people are less socially-isolated, less vulnerable,
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feel their voices are listened to aso they can be
proud of what their community can do. By being
more connected to one another, we can ensure
that more people are connected to and have access to the support available. We want to show
that people can develop their skills and interests,
and that through social action people have the
opportunity to bring about change in their community, collectively and as individuals.
As discussed, Watchet has weaker ‘bridging’ social
capital, making it internally strong but externally
vulnerable. Our hypothesis is that this lack of
bridging capital manifests as a power gap to those
with the resources to make a difference. This project aims therefore to build those bridges—connecting social action to agencies with power as a
mechanism to maximise the value of the community/social activity that happens here.
Our delivery plan (see next section) uses a range
of social action to effect the bridging change we
need, across many parts of the typology of social
action mechanisms from formal volunteering and
befriending to community asset ownership and
community ‘builds’ which will bring local people
together to build and repair facilities in the town
using peer-to-peer learning and skills sharing.
To provide clarity about activities, outputs, outcomes, monitoring, risks, assumptions and mechanisms of learning that underpin all of this work, we
have developed a full social action logic framework for the project. This is a proven mechanism
for delivery and evaluation used regularly by OC
and well-regarded by funders. It is too large/complex to include in full here with the space constraints, but below we highlight the key elements
that make it up.
Through widespread discussion and careful analysis of consultation responses, we have distilled
both medium-term outcomes of what will change
as a result of the activities in the plan, as well as
onger-term outcomes representing the change we
seek to make through this work. These all respond
directly to the problems identified by the people
of Watchet as most pressing. The activities are
examined in detail in section 4.
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ACTIVITY STRANDS
1. Watchet Learns: peer-led training and workshops, volunteer refurbishment of community
bookshop (saving a community asset).
2. Watchet Wants: introduction of new deliberative democratic processes.
3. Watchet Strives: dedicated youth social action project for teenagers.
4. Watchet Knows: create ‘viral’ network of ‘community connectors’, and community paper.
5. Watchet Drives: introduction of electric,
volunteer-driven community bus.
6. Watchet Flourishes: community friendship shelter, innovative digital social action gaming platform and playable participatory mechanisms.
MEDIUM-TERM OUTCOMES
These social action activities are all designed to
effect the following changes in behaviour, knowledge and attitudes for individuals.
1. People are better connected to one another.
2. People are better connected to support.
3. People are able to develop their skills & interests.
4. People feel that their voices are listened to.
5. People have more opportunities to bring about
change in their community.
LONGER-TERM OUTCOMES
Longer-term, these outcomes will have a more
profound impact for the community.
6.
7.
8.
9.

People are less socially-isolated.
People are less vulnerable.
People have greater aspiration.
People believe in themselves as agents of
change.
10. People are proud of what their community
can do.
11. People and organisations in power recognise
the value of community to improve lives.
MONITORING
We have established a set of core monitoring
mechanisms that will enable us to track progress
against SMART indicators for each activity and
outcome. The primary tools are:
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• A) Dedicated Annual Residents Survey, with
new social action questions to be added to existing questions on belonging, pride, volunteering, personal and collective agency;
• B) Regular ‘Reflection Sessions’ with support
providers to identify impact and concerns;
• C) Dedicated Social Action Survey of participants/volunteers to establish personal outcomes over time;
• D) Collation of volunteer numbers/hours via
Twine platform, and in Residents Survey.
• E) Event/public meeting attendances and
quick-fire responses (via tablet);
• F) Youth focus groups, feedback from youth
workers (including CDM levels);
• G) Free Ice Cream ‘Conductive Wool’ participatory engagement sessions analysis.
• H) Facebook polls to initiate community panels.
INDICATORS
Across these mechanisms and related to all outcomes and activities we have established metrics
and indicators. Our existing residents survey
provides a baseline for many metrics, and we
formulate questions to mirror national datasets
to allow comparisons (i.e. to questions in DCMS’s
Community Life Survey). Anticipated umbers
of participants, volunteers and beneficiaries are
shown in the detailed action plan and will be
monitored throughout. There is not space to include all the indicators here, but to give a flavour,
some examples below:
• Project participants and volunteers report having made new friends because of their involvement in social action activities (Social Action
Survey, baseline TBD) (outcomes 1, 6).
• Annually, residents report and increased sense of
personal agency (Residents Survey, baseline (Q6,
2017): 27% tend or definitely disagree that they
can influence local decisions (outcomes 4, 9).
• By end Y2, 50 support agencies/organisations actively provide information and support
equivalent to 2 days per year to 50 ‘community connectors’ via ‘WatchApp’ (outcomes 2
and 7).
• By end Y2, 429 volunteers are involved with
the six Social Action strands (outcome 5),
including 160 participants in Free Icecrea ‘playable’ tools (outcome 4, 9, 11).
• Annually, residents report maintained or
improved sense of community strength since

the start of PBSA initiatives (baseline: 77%
extremenely/very strong, Residents Survey Q2,
2017) (outcome 10).
SOCIAL VALUE
As a consequence of all these efforts we anticipate a substantial impact for our community. As
a means to show the value of this work (helping
with longer-term outcome 11), we have estimated
the monetised value of this, where possible, using
HACT’s social impact valuation methodology10
(approved by HMT Green Book) which combines
financial savings for public authorities, wider
economic benefits and econometric modelling
to determine individual wellbeing values that can
be achieved. We will use results from the surveys
to verify these anticipated benefits over time. For
example:
• A 20% increase in volunteering by the end of
the funding period, would result in a reduction
in isolation and increased wellbeing, with a social valuation estimated at £279,800.
• The anticipated 100% expansion of the active
membership of Watchet Community Makers
through the refurbishment of the bookshop will
result in increased skills and employability for
Makers with a valuation of £24,780.
• The engagement of 25 young people in youth
social action will result in an increase in confidence and self-esteem, valued at £103,500.
• Ultimately, once the asset transfer of the community bookshop is complete, the increased
empowerment and engagement of 300+ community ‘owners’ would bring a social valuation
estimated at £243,200.
Underlying all of this, our logic framework identifies key risks and assumptions that might undermine the extent to which planned activities lead to
the outcomes sought. Central to the work of the
Working group and Coordinator will be to monitor these risks, and adapt and share the learning
as it develops. For example, it highlights important
underlying assumptions, such as:
• that social connectivity, decreases loneliness,
when in fact it might enhance these feelings;
• that all connections are healthy connections,
when in fact some might be negative;
• that putting people in touch with support helps,
when it might just highlight deficiences;

10. See https://www.hact.org.uk/value-calculator
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• that more community action enhances connectedness, when it might reinforce gaps;
• that greater agency results in stronger communities, when it might induce conflict.
Ongoing engagement with the community is central to mitigation here. We are excited about the
potential of our work with Free Ice Cream in this
space, developing innovative new ‘playable’ means
to engage residents in what social action is all
about and how it can bring about positive change.
By combining digital gaming possibilities with realworld participatory (and fun!) engagement, we
aim to maximise awareness and involvement.

4. ACTIVITY AND
ENGAGEMENT PLAN
Our activity plan is all about building on community strengths and resources to increase social
action in ways that we know from experience will
work or where there is a strong evidence-based
case for new initiatives. Five activity strands
respond directly to these identified needs, plus a
final one that is about ongoing engagement and
evaluation using innovative means and about making the community proud of its strength.
The first three strands (learns, wants, strives) are
each about providing more and better social action opportunities in areas of need and demand.
They each invite more volunteers to help widen
participation, with professional support to maximise impact where needed. The next two (drives
and knows) are enabling social action activities—each a prerequisite for uptake of the first
three, as well as increasing access to the other 140
initiatives that already take place here. The final
strand (flourishes) is about ongoing engagement
and showcasing, but using an innovative gaming
platform. In each case, next steps intended for
year three have been considered, as have future
sustainability—with these considerations playing a
core part in decision-making about which activities to include in this bid.
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8. Source from Audience

1. WATCHET LEARNS: Expanding what we have
learnt from Watchet Community Makers into a
larger approach to volunteer, peer-led training
and upskilling where members of the community teach one another new skills, under the
framework of a ‘mini university’—building friendships, confidence and skills. Including a powerful
expansion of Makers to refurbish a much-loved
community bookshop using volunteers, securing the asset transfer of this vital community
asset for the long-term.
2. WATCHET WANTS: Integration of localised
deliberative democratic processes alongside
formal representative mechanisms—to engage
citizen participation on the issues that matter
most to people; building a sense of personal
agency so that they believe that they can be an
active part of making change happen.
3. WATCHET STRIVES: An intensive project
working with Watchet teenagers to devise and
deliver their own social action projects (with
Minehead EYE who run the existing youth
clubs), building greater aspiration and agency
for young people who do not believe in themselves or feel that people believe in them.
4. WATCHET KNOWS: Establishing a network of
‘Community Connectors’ who are responsible
for the ‘viral’ dissemination of information about
social action into the community via the use of
WhatsApp (WatchApp!), but critically connected formally to 40+ agencies and support
services to expand knowledge and access to
services across the town. Plus a more traditional
community paper, for those who are excluded
from online mechanisms.
5. WATCHET DRIVES: A small, accessible, electric
community ‘bus’, driven by volunteers on a regular route around and around town that helps
people to get to the wide range of activities and
support provided by the wealth of social action
in Watchet, but which is currently inaccessible
to many.
6. WATCHET FLOURISHES: Publically showcasing
the strength of our social action at the community ‘friendship shelter’. Funding for a crossproject co-ordinator, including responsibility for
monitoring and evaluation, including capturing
volunteer time. And innovative work with digital
gaming company Free Ice Cream to enable
people to map and ‘play’ at what social action
can do for this place.

WATCHET CONNECTS
WATCHET LEARNS

KEY OUTPUTS/OUTCOMES: 1,3,6, 10, 11

NO. VOLUNTEERS/BENEFICIARIES 50/4000

PARTNERS: Watchet Community Makers (WCM), Watchet Harbour Community Bookshop, WSC, Somerset Skills and
Learning, Magna (housing association), Homestart (family support), Seed of Hope (mental health), Library, WCCT, OC
DESCRIPTION: Mini University, Community Cupboard, WCM refurbishment of 7 Esplanade (bookshop)
BACKGROUND: The lack of opportunity to upskill and access to training was considered to be one of the primary concerns in
the consultation. This combined with the fact that Watchet is home to a wealth of retirees with careers in highly skilled work,
who express willingness to give their time to teach those skills, suggest a mutually-beneficial system of skills share. This echoes
the WCM model that has been running for the last 3 years led by OC, whereby a skilled teacher in construction leads a group
of volunteers on a project that improves something requested by the community. Widespread anxiety about the threatened
loss of 7 Esplanade has also given impetus to a social action solution to saving this hugely important asset, which is run by 40
volunteers—using Makers to refurbish the building which can then be moved into community custodianship in the longer-term
(5-year lease in principle agreed by WSC). Following asset transfer of the Library (external to this application) from SCC to
WTC, anticipated in 2018, it will also become a vital community asset, to be a venue for Mini Uni sessions.
PROJECT OUTLINE: A) Mini university—Informal skills and training classes, expanding the idea of WCM but also making
it easier to access and drop in and out to suit people with more complex needs and less stable trajectories. Volunteer tutors
working with whomever wants to attend. Courses range from boat making to French, with income on a ‘pay what you can afford’
basis. Firm offers made from community members to teach electronics, history, cookery, tennis, engineering classes. Anticipate
15 tutors per annum. Homestart have offered a course training local people as volunteer family support workers and Magna have
offered equipment and staffing support for gardening volunteer training (working with Seed of Hope).
B) Refurbishment of 7 Esplanade—A community DIY SOS project, to protect and repair a valuable community asset. 7
Esplanade is home to Harbour Community Bookshop, a charity that sells 2nd hand books and profits go towards small
grants (£350) towards community events and activities plus donations to Cystic Fibrosis Foundation. WSC need to find
a way to refurbish the building or will be forced to sell it off. We will be taking on a 5-year repairing lease of the property,
carrying out refurbishments using an expansion of the succesful Makers project, with a view to asset transfer in Y3.
C) Community Cupboard—Storage for equipment for the mini university, but also doubling up as a community resource to
put equipment donated for communal use. Equipment such as projectors, turn tables, tools, electronic equipment etc.
YEAR 3/SUSTAINABILITY: Mini university thriving with and volunteer co-ordinator to be identified by end Y3, ongoing
revenue demand limited to safeguarding/admin needs. Ambition to asset transfer 7 Esplande formally from WSC,
potentially using Community Share Offer, to bring asset into long-term community ownership.
TOTAL COST: £84,610
Request to PBSA: £53,660 including community
cupboard (£2,000); volunteer-led refurbishment of
7 Esplanade (£51,660).
Match value: £30,950 from Somerset Skills & Learning
(£19,950, grant outcome by end Nov), West Somerset
Council (£5,000), Magna (£1000 cash, £1000 in kind),
Library (£1000 in-kind), Homestart (£3,000, in-kind)

WATCHET WANTS

KEY OUTPUTS/OUTCOMES: 4, 5, 9, 11

FUNDING FOR:
Mini University: venue hire, marketing, materials/equipment,
training/DBS for volunteer tutors, insurance.
Cupboard: Annual rental of storage facility in Watchet.
7 Esplanade: Professional surveys, materials for refurbishment,
for example, insulation including windows and doors and floor,
plasterboarding, heating system and internal fit out. Insurance.
Legals. Professional builder to supervise volunteers and build.

NO. VOLUNTEERS/BENEFICIARIES 60/800

PARTNERS: WTC, WSC, WCCT, Collaborate CIC, OC
DESCRIPTION: Implementation of new methods of deliberative democracy.
BACKGROUND: The 2017 Residents survey carried out by OC revealed that only 11% of respondents ‘definitely agreed’
that they could personally affect change in the community, compared to 48% of respondents who ‘definitely agreed’ that
the community could affect change collectively. This, combined with a worrying lack of understanding during the Social
Action consultations of the mechanisms of local government and belief they would be listened to highlighted a lack of
personal agency and a sense of disenfranchisement from public governing practices. This strand aims to address that
disconnect, exploring better systems of transparency and participation in localised democratic processes.
PROJECT OUTLINE: A 6-month feasibility period, to firm up deliberative democracy mechanisms that will work with both
WTC and WSC, inlcuding research to understand what practices other pioneering towns have explored and what had
worked well. Ambition to implement a system whereby a trigger mechanism (say 200 up-votes on a topic of concern on our
thriving community Facebook page—WeLoveWatchet) would trigger a commitment to run a deliberation day on that topic,
with participants selected randomly where possible, as a jury. One-day facilitated deliberative events, attended by the jury
and key partners, and invited ‘expert witnesses’ with a small budget reserved for implementation of the consensus solution.
Could be topics on anything from dog poo to use of CCTV. Propose working with Collaborate CIC, to gain professional
insight into how communities and councils collaborate effectively—they would run facilitated sessions and assist with project.
YEAR 3/SUSTAINABILITY: By Y3, aim to have established and successful mechanisms in place as a source of community
power, starting with Watchet Town Council and then expanding to District Council. Anticipate expansion to other parts of the
District if impact can be proven. Ambition to encourage regular use of people’s budgets and citizen jury deliberations.
TOTAL COST: £30,450
Request to PBSA: £30,450.

FUNDING FOR: Fees for Collaborate CIC for facilitated sessions, expert witnesses to attend,
start-up ‘people’s budget’ for suggested solutions x3 (£5,000 each), and covering costs of
childcare and transport where needed so that a broad range of local people can participate.
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KEY OUTPUTS/OUTCOMES: 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9

NO. VOLUNTEERS/BENEFICIARIES: 44/180

PARTNERS: Minehead Eye CIC, WTC, WSOA, OC, Watchet LIVE, Watchet Phoenix Centre
DESCRIPTION: Targeted youth social action projects led by Watchet’s young people, partnering with community
organisations and their volunteers, and led by a qualified professional youth worker.
BACKGROUND: It is widely acknowledged that young people in Watchet and West Somerset are ‘falling through the net’.
The lack of support and facilities for teenagers is clear. Youth Club provides a valuable resource, and yet funding has just
been cut by County Council, and two evenings a week is not enough. Teenagers widely complain of ‘nothing to do’ in the
town and aspiration amongst them is desperately low. Perception between generations is poor, with many older people in
particular believing young people to be an anti-social nuisance.
PROJECT OUTLINE: Using a dedicated Watchet Youth Action Worker, to build relationships and trust, to work with our most
vulnerable young people to devise together a plan for social action in the town. At consultation workshops ideas included:
1) Community Build at Splash Point to build a new ‘common room’ with field kitchen and storage area by the teenagers.
Splash Point is an area of community land leased by OC. Designs for the field kitchen have already been created by young
people during a workshop, and the plans are being submitted for planning permission. The build would take 8 days, and be
led by architect Kate Darby and timber engineer Charley Brentnall, with skilled community volunteers assisting with the build.
2) Stage at Watchet Festival: Led by the Youth Action worker kids would be involved with everything it takes to run a stage at
a festival including booking the band, learning how the lighting and sound engineering works, marketing, health and safety etc.
3) Befriending: Enabling older people care, and providing inter-generational support in a project that works closely with
the Phoenix Centre. A monthly community meal, cooked and prepared by young people who are taught the skills by a
skilled cook (link with mini university). The purpose would partly be to build relationships with older people so that as
trust forms they can become a contact in time of need or loneliness. The project could develop into providing small acts of
kindness such as mowing a lawn, going to the shops or walking a dog for the older person.
4) Fundraising projects: Young people run a number of fundraising schemes to raise money for children’s hospices (a
young member of youth club has a sister with Leukemia) including car washes, cake sales and sponsored runs.
YEAR 3/SUSTAINABILITY: To grow the project in Y3, ensuring that some activities become habitual and growing the
number of young people involved. Long-term sustainability through social action being adopted widely in MEYE youth work.
TOTAL COST: £59,894
Request to PBSA: £46,994
Match value: £12,900 from WTC (£8,900 for
venue/youth club, in-kind) and £4,000, in kind
from Minehead EYE for project management.

WATCHET KNOWS

FUNDING FOR: To pay for a Youth Social Action Worker, 25hrs per
week, plus contribution to management costs. Allocation to project
costs for projects to be chosen by young people, for example,
materials, insurance, equipment.

KEY OUTPUTS/OUTCOMES: 1, 2, 6, 7

NO. VOLUNTEERS/BENEFICIARIES: 75/4000

PARTNERS: WTC, West Somerset Village Agents, SCC, Positive People, Community Catalysts, WSC, OC, mutiple agencies
DESCRIPTION: Community Connectors (WatchApp), Community paper
BACKGROUND: The need for innovative ideas for information sharing was a clear outcome of the consultation. There is
support and opportunities in Watchet, but existing/traditional methods of communications are not reaching enough or
the right people. The lack of consistent and regular community information was much lamented, and repeated calls were
made for stronger and alternative communication methods. Information sharing forms a strand that is strong in each of
the proposed projects, however here we propose a coherent approach that makes the most of our people power.
PROJECT OUTLINE:
A) Community Connectors work as ambassadors as the social glue in the area (identifying our top 50 ‘viral agents’),
creating the links between individuals in the town in need, and groups and social activities they can participate in but
also bridging from the town to agencies and support elsewhere. Their job will be to funnel information out and to identify
emergent problems and people in need. The project will identify 50 of the town’s most socially connected individuals
(hairdressers, community leaders, party goers, pub owners etc.) and use them to spread knowledge through a WhatsApp
group. These community connectors will be linked to information from existing support agencies (over 50 agencies/
services will be linked in—see back page for a list). This ‘digital word of mouth’ project uses age-old mechanisms but
updated for modern use and need. Use of WhatsApp removes the risk of ‘Chinese whispers’ to distort facts, and enables a
strong social network of information to reach the most vulnerable.
B) Community Paper The creation of a much needed community newsletter, created and distributed by volunteers as a
means of getting community activities and opportunities out to those who need it most. The paper would be a simple,
colourful mechanism to inform people about support, activities and events.
YEAR 3/SUSTAINABILITY: To strengthen and grow network, including more connectors, and more support service
providers to feed in. Sustainability is strengthened by very low start-up and ongoing costs.
TOTAL COST: £55,500
Request to PBSA: £3,000
Match value: £52,500 from multiple agencies (50+) based on
professional day rate of £350 (based on 2 hours committment a
month for a year).
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FUNDING FOR: Safeguarding and engagement
training for Community Connectors. Printing of
4,000 four page (A3 folded) colour community
newsletter 4x per year.

WATCHET CONNECTS
WATCHET DRIVES

KEY OUTPUTS/OUTCOMES: 1, 2, 6, 7, 10

NO. VOLUNTEERS/BENEFICIARIES: 15/500

PARTNERS: Volunteer drivers, WHEELS, WS Car scheme Partnership, SCC, WSOA, WTC, OC
DESCRIPTION: Volunteer-driven ‘Watchet wanderer’ community bus, travelling a short route round and round town,
enabling isolated and less mobile people to easily access the support, activity and services of the town.
BACKGROUND: Transport difficulties were the single most cited ‘problem’ in Watchet in the consultation. Particularly
small journeys in town for people on the periphery with limited mobility to access support in the centre, be that doctors
surgeries, support services, shopping trips or social gatherings. This strand provides a community transport model that
builds on the knowledge and understanding from the West Somerset Community Car Scheme Partnership, and helps to
solve a gap in provision which is currently causing difficulty for Watchet’s most vulnerable residents. Use of an electric car
would enable low fuel costs, energy efficiency, reduce emissions and promote environmental sustainability.
PROJECT OUTLINE: Initially a 6-month pilot and feasibility period using a leased electric, accesible, vehicle to enable further
consultations into routes, locations, how formally timetabled, and what technology platform would be most useful (some
form of ‘community uber’ might work best). Assume it runs 5 days per week as demand increases. Work to build and train the
volunteer driver and co-ordinator network. In second half of Y2, once clear model established, run community car transport
system to enable people in Watchet to access provision. Information about activities and support to be available in the car,
which will be decorated to be noticeable. Volunteers will act as connectors, chatting, providing information and signposting to
further areas of support. Charging model anticipated as: £1 per trip or ‘pay what you can afford/feel it’s worth to you’.
YEAR 3/SUSTAINABILITY: To purchase rather than lease an E-Car so as to retain value of the asset within the partnership.
This will create a WCCT-run social enterprise, where the vehicle is used for community use during peak demand, but rented
out to residents for personal use at other times. Profits will be reinvested to enable self-sufficiency.
TOTAL COST: £22,200
Request to PBSA: £20,200
Match value: £2,000
From: WTC (£2,000, in kind, electricity for car)

WATCHET FLOURISHES

FUNDING FOR: Lease of E-car for one year, plus cost of installing
electric charging point. Training and DBS for all volunteer drivers,
licenses, insurance, allowance for fuel (electricity), technology platform
development, marketing.

KEY OUTPUTS/OUTCOMES: All

NO. VOLUNTEERS/BENEFICIARIES: 180/4000

PARTNERS: Free Ice Cream, OC, WCM, Youth Club, All WCCT partners.
DESCRIPTION: Showcasing the strength of social action by displaying all that happens in the community ‘friendship
shelter’, alongside ongoing engagement and evaluation processes—working with a social gaming studio—and dedicated
project coordination to maximise and evaluate impact and learning over time.
BACKGROUND: It is clear from the work that has gone into developing this project that making a substantial difference
through social action requires dedicated resource, ongoing engagement processes and careful analysis and evaluation. This
strand focuses on mechanisms to enable these three things, as a means to maximise success and value from the project
that can feed into Y3 and be shared widely to other communities throughout the UK. We have also explored some very
exciting gaming platforms as means of engagement and social action, working with Free Ice Cream to hack the platform
they developed for the UN (replacing Sustainable Development Goals with our social action outcomes, and policy levers
with social action activities and resources). We are now exploring how to integrate our Community Connectors as the
players in the game—’viral agents’ who are the central resources that drive and ‘power’ social action.
PROJECT OUTLINE:
A) Project co-ordinator—hosted in OC as lead responsible body, providing much-needed resource to co-ordinate the
overarching project, manage volunteer relations and financial controls.
B) Free Ice Cream is an innovative games studio who specialise in digital mapping and making complex social subjects
playable. Using cutting edge data mapping to link each social action activity with outcomes (goals) it becomes easy to see
what social action connections are made and how they collectively work to enable outcomes. As more data is collected via
the monitoring systems, the map becomes more accurate, enabling greater understanding of social action value. Turning this
mapping into a community engagement ‘game’ we would use conductive wool, instead of a digital platform, and ask people
to physically connect their social action activity to the ‘goal’. As electrical connections are made via the conductive wool, the
map will translate to appear on a screen, and allow people to see the connections made. This interactive game will be carried
out at four different locations, reaching groups from all corners of the community.
C) Friendship Shelter Refurbishment An old bus shelter, located next to the Visitor Centre is currently being used by people who
have no-where to go, as a place to meet and read. This proposal is to refurbish the shelter using volunteers, to replace windows, paint
in bright colours, add a sign, new seating, shelving and a small amount of storage for open community use. The refurbished shelter will
display a large-scale vinyl of our social action map, showing all who visit what the people here can do working together.
YEAR 3/SUSTAINABILITY: Evaluation and learning are central to progress into Y3 and to long-term impact of the whole
initiative. Working with Free Ice Cream develops new tools with national applicability.
TOTAL COST: £109,355
Request to PBSA: £84,118
Match value: £25,237
From: OC (£20,187, in-kind for financial and
project management), Somerset Skills &
Learning (£5,050, cash, towards coordinator).

FUNDING FOR: Full-time project co-ordinator including on-costs, plus
limited expenses and contribution to overheads (i.e. accountancy). Nominal
amount for financial management/oversight (most in-kind). Free Ice Cream:
gaming development costs plus delivery of gaming workshops with the
community. Feedback tablet. Shelter: materials for refurbishment including
windows, seating, shelving, display panels, signage and social action map.
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6. PROJECT
MANAGEMENT
WCCT CIC is the partnership delivering the PBSA
programme. The lead delivery partner is Onion
Collective CIC, member and Director of the WCCT
partnership, which will also be the financially responsible body. The Social Action Co-ordinator, a
paid full-time (40 hours pw) role will be hosted by
OC (salary £35,000 pa).
It will be the SA Co-ordinator’s role to oversee
each of the projects, recruit volunteers, manage
and liaise with partners, ensure monitoring and
data collection, provide marketing and communications. This is a critical part of the effectiveness
of capturing and sharing learning within the town
and more widely with other PBSA areas. Each Social Action strand (Drives, Strives, Learns, Knows,
Wants) will have a WCCT Working Group made
up of no less than 4 and no more than 8 members
of WCCT. The working groups will work closely
with the Co-ordinator to help galavanise volunteer support and provide detailed oversight and
deliberation with regards to each project. Working
Groups will report to WCCT committee meetings
which take place every three months. Budgeting,
bookkeeping, financial management and oversight
will be undertaken by experienced staff at OC,
overseen by their Board, as well as WCCT.
Experience: As key delivery partner, OC (www.onioncollective.co.uk) has a wealth of experience delivering social action projects and social enterprises. OC delivered the community-led Visitor Centre
and refurbished Boat Museum project, which
included the Asset Transfer of the Boat Museum
to OC and working with WTC to co-locate services in the new building. OC are now fundraising for
a £7.5m arts and enterprise development on the
quayside which obtained planning permission this
July. Two of its Directors built and ran Minehead
Eye, a £3.4m world-class youth centre and skate
park which now delivers all youth services in West
Somerset. The Directors have a wealth of experience, with backgrounds in project management,
social research and evaluation, community development and marketing and communications. They
have managed capital budgets in excess of £3m
and revenue budgets up to £500,000.
The work of all the organisations and groups
involved in WCCT cuts across community engage-
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ment and social action. Most have been in operation for two decades or more and have a wealth
of experience delivering myriad differing social
action activities; they are all adept at galvanising
local people and utilising community energy.
Project delivery risks will be monitored by the
Co-odinator and overseen by the Working Group.
Beyond those explored in section 4, the main risk
is in failing to engage people and agencies in this
work. The work carried out in Y1 has built a firm
foundation to guard against this, with activities
designed to meet identified demand and need.
Careful monitoring will enable early intervention.
There is also some risk that conflict will arise as a
result of building a more empowered community,
confident to assert their opinions and ideas. But
here, conflict would be an opportunity: a vital tool
for engagement, deliberation, honesty and greater
community understanding and empowerment.

7. SUSTAINABILITY
All projects have been designed with long-term
sustainability and social change legacy in mind.
This sustainability takes many forms, including the
creation of a new social enterprise (as in Watchet Drives) the acquiring of community assets
(Watchet Learns), changing habitual behaviours,
confidence and attitudes (Watchet Strives, Watchet Knows), and Local Authority systems (Watchet
Wants). All strands are underpinned by the wider
ambition to develop a game-changing degree of
partnership working to ensure continuation.
Our ultimate aim is to achieve social change
through social action, this work is only the first
step toward a systems change that enhances
civil society. Our aim is to use this funding to gain
momentum, provide demonstrable ‘proof’ in the
power of collaboration, to make continuing the
trajectory easier. For this reason we commit substantial resources within the bid to ongoing evaluation so that we can learn and share the lessons of
what works and what doesn’t. Just as importantly,
we are committed to ongoing and innovative consultation and engagement processes, particularly
through the work with Free Ice Cream, which will
establish a new, exciting, digital gaming platform
for both outcomes evaluation and in-depth, interactive engagement. Specific sustainability measures for the strands are as follows:

WATCHET CONNECTS

Drives: By Y3, we intend to have established a
successful, proven, community transport model.
This PBSA work is in effect, therefore, a feasibility pilot leading to the setting up of a new social
enterprise run by WCCT. It will deliver social value
in the day, by providing low-cost transport within
the town. In the evening, the electric vehicle will
be leased out to individuals/organisations wanting to use a fuel-efficient and clean mode of
vehicle for longer journeys. West Somerset Car
Scheme Partnership has confirmed demand locally, amongst more affluent residents who no
longer want to own two cars, but who want to live
a more environmentally friendly life.
Strives: Empowering deprived young people to
engage in social action is known to be challenging. Disadvantaged young people need supportive, trusted relationships with youth workers.
However, by establishing strong links with Local
Authorities and other organisations, and by carefully monitoring and evaluating impact we aim to
prove the social value of this work. Longer-term, if
proven as an effective mechanism of youth work
and aspirational development, Minehead EYE anticipate integrating social action initiatives within
their wider youth work (across all youth club
settings in the District). Sustainability is built in by
delivering this work with an existing delivery body
with future capacity. For young people, the shift is
about culture—establishing a new culture of social
action amongst young people, working alongside
older generations to deliver community activities
together and change perceptions.
Learns: In Y2, a payment structure of ‘pay what
you can afford’ will pilot sustainability outcomes,
giving clarity by Y3 about which funding model
is liekly to be the most successful. For example,
membership-based alternatives might be considered, with means-tested subsidy. Once equipment
is purchased in Y2, costs can be kept relatively
low and therefore a small payment schedule will
be enough to keep it self-supporting. Refurbishing 7 Esplanade (the bookshop) as a community
asset, with a view to asset transfer, will secure
its long-term legacy as a space for peer-to-peer
learning activities, as well as securing the longterm future for this stalwart of social action in the
town—both in terms of the many volunteers it galvanises, and the huge amount of funding that it
raises which supports a host of community based
activities, events and support all across the town.
The rent received from the bookshop, long-term,

can be reinvested in social action initiatives after
funding has ended.
Knows: Sustainability for our information sharing
strand lies in its encouragement and support of
behavioural change. The proof will be in the pudding—by enhancing and growing the network of
community connectors, and by encouraging more
agencies to provide information to them, no costs
are incurred but an enormous amount of value is
leveraged in via agencies and organisations. Community newsletter costs are low, and co-ordination
will be continued by the WCCT, paid for via the
profits of the community transport scheme and
other trading such as Watchet Street Fairs.
Wants: This exploration of deliberative democratic
systems is expected to be adopted by local authorities (town and district) following the demonstration pilot under PBSA and therefore will be
subsumed into their operations. This funding will
act precisely to enable Councils to become more
engaged with communities and for participatory
processes to become normalised.

8.EQUALITIES
The DCMS ‘Community Life Survey 2017 18’
showed that nationally 26% of people feel able
to influence decisions affecting their local area.
In Watchet, Onion Collective’s 2017 Resident’s
Survey put this figure at only 11%, highlighting how
disconnected people from here feel from channels of power. At the same time, in a place that
is 99% white in terms of ethnicity and has a high
proportion of people without qualifications, large
numbers in in DE social categories, high levels of
long-term sick and disabled, and a relatively young
population, in Watchet equality and diversity for
us is most strongly about ensuring that the widest
spectrum of people feel confident to engage as
that is the precursor to changing people’s sense of
agency. Our primary focus is therefore on increasing access for those from less privileged backgrounds, and this is reflected in all the highlighted
strands of work that always focus on connecting
the most vulnerable to those with high existing social capital and on unlocking the tacit social capital
of the many members of the community (including lots of our ‘viral agents’) who are doing hugely
valuable work that is making a real difference to
people’s lives here but that goes unacknowledged
by themselves, if not by those around them.
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WATCHET CONNECTS

FULL LIST OF
WCCT MEMBERS

*indicates on PBSA Working Group
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*

Watchet Community Cinema
Friends of Flatner Association
West Somerset Council
Watchet Town Council
Watchet Arts Club
Onion Collective CIC
Somerset County Council
Watchet Harbour Marina
Watchet LIVE
Contains Art CIC
Market House Museum
West Somerset Railway
Watchet Railway Station
WACET (Chamber of Trade)
Watchet Visitor Centre
Watchet Boat Owners Association
Watchet Conservation Society
Watchet Summertime
SW Heritage Trust
Alberts Ardware
Watchet Bowling Club
Watchet Mineral Line Association
Harbour Community Bookshop
Steam Coast Trail
Living History Museum
Watchet Community Choir
Knights Templar School
Watchet Roots

AGENCIES IN
‘WATCHAPP’
Magna Housing Association
Positive People
Community Catalysts
Community Council Somerset
Watchet Town Council
16
Seed of Hope

Minehead EYE CIC
Community and Economic Infrastructure
Dept, Somerset County Council
West Somerset Car Scheme Partnership
West Somerset Council
West Somerset Opportunity Area
Watchet Roots
Harbour Community Bookshop
Somerset Skills and Learning
Homestart
West Somerset Village Agents
Somerset Clinical Commissioning Group
West Somerset Healthcare
West Somerset Waste Partnership
WHEELS
Somerset County Council Youth Services
Somerset County Council Health and
Wellbeing Board
West Somerset Skills and Enterprise Network
Kilve Court
Quantock Hills AONB Service
Exmoor National Park
VCSE Strategic Forum
Spark
Forum 21
West Somerset Apprenticeship and
Skills Advisory Service
Citizens Advice Bureau
Young Somerset (SRYP)
Somerset Film
The Beach Hotel (YMCA)
Minehead Baptist Church
Watchet Baptist Church
Engage
Lighthouse Counselling Service
MIND
Somerset County Council Public Health
West Somerset Railway
Contains Art
West Somerset Academies Trust
Cannington College
Bridgwater College
University Centre Somerset
West Somerset College
Watchet Football Club
Clowns
Watchet and Williton Churches Together

